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INTRO.DUCTION

Although Dick and Jane may be meaningful to some children,

it is hypothesized that culturally-oriented reading materlals

may be better motivators-for Indian childre

stories tests the hypothesis.

This book -of

The reading lessons in this catalogue have been built

around stories written and illuatrated by Children who

.go to school in the Gila River Indian:Community outh of -.

Phoenix, Arizona.

The little Indian authors, at the time 'of writing, were,

In the first grade, the eighth grade; and:all'
_

between. 'Consequently,'teachers hava-awide-s

he grades in

leCtion ;from.

whIch to match individual children vich'.1,:i0scin nt-!theapprdt-

ve--'40beek-priate_levelrof.difficulty,;-:_leadat;ilitylev

4Stal;lished.lfor. ,le:gioris because '!,1;e:Tie
-

de6ePtiire

they"will

d'sin -i.ea.esti4-eaSfullyv;

va3....La iwand av

dittaIolue

-e-



READING
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aultant was provided by=

L. The rhajor4 overall'objeCtive,of-the-Pro e

for 1968-69: _ assistance to the Pima's lik the
,

development of a positive'selfrimage and a sense

of pride through better:,knol4e; underitanding,
_

,

_and_ appreciation of the Pima ,:culture v aricl,

2. 'rife "ipecific,,proppsal Of 1.12',,loto e,d:t :- estab-
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lessons were illustrated by children n the four schools

under the a t consultant's supervis n

Lion of Consultant Servi es

The plan for accomplishing the above objectives

incorporated four language skills: speaking, listening

writing, and reading. In order to prepare a story based

on Pima history, culture, and heritage, the child was

called upon to use the first three Skills: speaking,

p fourth skiii, reading;

be involved when teachers select stories from the instruo7,

tional centers to be read by the children in their class-

rooms.

In order to gather information on which

to base his or her story, the child interviewed members

of his family and/9r otherS in the'villigeasking thew

to relate tribal Xegenas histories ,of the cpmmun
z t,

and other stories,,,hand

.AAisteninq e
=

-an;',_--q"Eqd



Reading. The stories and accompanying reading aids

(described below) are to be housed in the instructional

materials centers. Here the teachers from I'iMa Central,

Casa Blanca, Gila Crossing, and St. John'- Indian schools

may preview the materials and order copies of them. In

the classrooms the materials mill serve as reading

lessons built on stories written by Indian children for

Indian children.

Description of Converting Stories into _Reading Lesso_ns.

Using the stories as the ba8e, the ConaUltantprepared,
,

instructional materials in the form of readin

proceeding in this order,:,

l. All stories' were read.,

leSsons

2. -Selection Was-made of the ite0e-s Whidh:vere

be inCorporated intO the'reading'lesSons.

Thdee,eelected-weidedite
4 C.

For each :atorYl-the ,conguLtant ,wrote -a ahort.;',r

prefát C 'iricrpaedi;



5. The stories themselves were typed 41/2 inches

wide on 81/2 by 11 sheets of paper. The width

of column was selected as an appropriate

span to facilitate efficiency in reading.

To the left of the story,

for the child to copy those words f
text which trolibled him

suggested that_ the, teacher upe ',these ,nr,ds as
_

basis for diagnosis, for, teaching and/
reteaching.

7. To the right of the story, ,selected wordP were
_ -accompanied, by- their phonetic 'spellings and-

simplified definitiOns. Itwas SUggested
that_ the teacher gar thiöngh:- the!'glossaryC with

the ciass--prior
in order,
migW1441,!i4c:?:

ibey: pa4-

some.

ves-;tronble-



that the teacher test .the'children's rec_il of

-story facts, that 'is literal comprbh-nsion, in.

her usual manner. In -additiPn to 'her .0w4 S7t rY

suggested that she use the

activities prepared by the reading consultant_

They appear under a heading, CREATIVE QUESTIONS.

Attached to eac lesson is a page for the teachers'

use. On it are general suggestions under the

caption, DEAR TEACHER. The suggestIon is made

questions, rE

When the teacher uses.the questions,with the

children, she will in essence, be testing corn-
..

prehension at the top of the hierarchy, ,the:

creative level. Creative, que'sions, answered

orally, are useful in checking a child!s ablty



d. Finish this senten e: "When I grow up,

want to
e. If you could have any nickname you wanted,

what would you choose for your special name?

WhY?

. Why is it sometimes harder to fit yourself
into someone else ' s shoes rather than accept
yourself just,the way-you are?

Teacher's pages were identified in the upper righthand
*- : ' corne -with the nurnber; ,corresponding2-tO,' the -,'chi,lizy,s,-pagest _ - ,

_

dr example, -, the child ' s pages comprising; ,,tiie --ieS 'i±iii =,'May' b'e `. ,.... .
, .

-

4..dent4-fied as #1011='thejteaCher',s.page:waMarked4I61:
.

_
. . .
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story contains the byline of the author.

Rapport with elders built during the interviewing.

Knowledge of heritage as passed on through

storytelling frOm ,e3_de Child.
, -

'Writing for the purpose of .providing%r ading

materials for pecgs. .

The feeling of making a contribUti n

6. On the part c:?f the users of- the stories,,,honor

in receiving a useful gift from older peer,s
'

Interviewing ,skillsol-questianing,
Reading 'SkilIsPractices 'on materi_als concernin

herita e_Ll_and-'aultUr4-.1

9. 'On the, part-of,..adUltS reaOtatiaintan'ce With,
,

stories as they,:*etell;-,;t4eql,f'X-97''Alttlutiing

,__ecormiendations for'':-FutUre,'

mer4a,

aZ,
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Why the Coyote Looks Back

101

'Have you ever seen a coyote
on the desert? While you
were watching, did he stop
and look behind him? The
coyote does this often. Maybe
Monica Lewis knows why. This
is her story.

Long ago, far in the east, lived

Etoi's people under the ground.

One day the men had a meeting, and

they talked about their homes. They

decided they would like to go on top of

the earth to build their homes and farm.

The men tried to find a way out of

their land under the ground, but they

could not. Then the most beautiful girl

down there said, "Why don't you call on

Etoi?"

Etoi told the men he would lead

the people out of the earth if they

promised him that they would not look

back when they left. "You will:Ape pun-

ished if you do." The people promised.

They gathered their belongings and

packed them on the burden basket whose

legs did not tire as the people's did.

Etoi's people and their animal friends

began their walk out of the4greund.

The last one out was Coyote. He

thought he would like a last look back

at their old home.

promise-prom' is
to say you will do
something.

punish-pun' ish
to make someone do
something he does
not like because he
did not obey.

belongings-be long' ings
things that you own

burden-bir' dun
something you carry
that is heavy
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Etoi was very angry. He said to

coyote, "Every time you run away from

danger here on earth, you will stop and

look back. I will have to punish the

people too. The burden baskets will

walk no more, and the people wil/ have

to carry their own baskets every time

they go someplace."

Even today we still see some Pimas

carrying their baskets. Coyotes still

stop in their tracks and look behind

them.

14
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. It is suggested that the record, "Talk to the Animals," from the
movie "Dr. Doolittle," be played before this question is asked.

llo would you like it if people and animals could talk together?

2. Ask your friend to be a coyote and talk together. Then you be the
coyote and talk to him (or her).

3. Why did Etoi tell the people not to look back at the home they were
leaving?

4. Tell what you think a burden basket that could walk on legs looked
like. Maybe you could draw a picture of him.

5. now do you think the people felt about carrying their own baskets?

6. ,Was_Etoi fair in punishing all the people for what Coyote did? Why?

7. If you wee Etoi, how would you punish Coyote for looking back?

1.5
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HOW INDIANS CAME TO BE
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The land and the waters
were beautiful, but some-
thing was missing. There
were no people. Arnold
Cosen tells how people
were made.

A long time ago our Great Spirit was

walking through the land which he had cre- created-kre at' id
made

ated. But He wasn't fully satisfied. He
satisfied-sat' is fid

wanted something to give a soul to. So He happy with

started making a figure out of clay. After

he had finished He tried to bake the clay, finished-fin' isht
ended

but the clay burned. So He threw the fig-
.

ure across the sea to a land which we now

call Africa, and that is how the Negroes

came to be.

Then He tried to make another fig-

ure. This time he wanted to make it more

carefully. After He had finished the

figure, He tried to bake it, but this time

He baked it too light. So He took the clay

and threw it again, this time to a land

which we now call Europe

Finally he made another figure. This

time He made the figure more carefully, and

He baked it rflQX'.e

finished He

He saw.

Careft-41Y! After -.-h&had-...

was fully satisfied 'with what-

He placed the figure

we-now call Ainerioa:, and that

Indians 6ame to be.

on a land whi h

is how the



102
Teacher

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. What are the colors of skin that people could have?

2. Why do you think people around the world do not have the
same color skin?

3. If there are people on other planets, what color might they
be?

4. If people are different on the outside of their bodies
would they be different on the inside?

5. If you were making people, would you make them alike or not?
How?

6. Tell about a person you have known whose skin is not the
same color as yours.



T H E LADY WHO WAS PART WOLF
PART BEAR

by

Michael Say
Grade 6

,I)rofeasor.'Cone141t4n ore
ecepdari444474
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THE LADY WHO WAS PART WOLF,
PART BEAR

103

Maybe your parents or grand-
parents tell this story same
other way. After you read
Michael Jay's story, tell
the class the way you heard
it.

A long time ago in the land of the

Pima, a baby girl was born with teeth

like a wolf and hands and feet like a

bear. As she grew bigger, she needed

more and more food.

By the time she was grown, she

was as high as a two story building.

She told little children she would

ride them on her shoulders,

took tiv..n to the mountains

r_d then,

ahd Ate

The children were usually

-xtarig, from two to eigli't yeaks

When the parShta feUnd:that their

children were missing, they said they

would kill -..he lady. So they went to

the mountains where sha lived and

tried to bu,.n her out,'but,she wouldn't
,

burn,.

Then a young man said he would'

kilL her. ,When the Paople.%told him

wet n't burn, he,said, e-kneW a way.

ie zoung man.'foUnd lier',4ve-

matiiitains and-said to the men,



"Burn the cave and when she runs

out, I will stick her in the heart with

an arrow."

It happened as he said. The lady

ran out of the burning cave, and the

man's arrow struck her heart- She ran

off, but the men found

103, p. 2

of the mountain lying face down. She

was dead, and the men heard a coyote

crying.

A month

saw she had tUrried to



DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gaVe the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves trodblesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing 'literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIW QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

103

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orallY, -re useful in checking the
child's ability to projedt-hii own thinking in areas relating tO the
text. If we teachers listen.very carefully to.answers _a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able . to pick up .olues, t!lat
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

Note: There are many versions ,of the
eagleman story. 'In some eases it was
in other cases, a Witch or an old nian
and half another,

baby eater stories ,and of the
the eagle who Stole the babies
or a girl -who was half one animal

1. If you have heard this story in another wayi tell us abbut it.

2. Although we don't hear of children born-with bodies like aninials
today-, sometimes chilaren are born who are blind,, or- erippled, ordeaf.
Do you know any:children like this? "
3. HOW is their ,life diffeireet from your

4. There are spine iranps, Who'help peop /e _,I4th.,p4yriical,defeets-like the
March of Dimes .and City, of Hope.- -,;dan you nastaothers't

5. What'are sbma of the thiage

6. What could ,you do to 'help:Children =like that



PIMA LEGEND
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PIMA LEGEND

104

One of the often-told legends
of the Pima Indians is about
a young man who was turned
to an eagle and stole a young
maiden to live with him in
the mountains. This story
is told by Harlen Santos and
Armantino Aropega.

Long ago there was a legend about

an Indian boy who had been turned into

an eagle. When the boy had lived in

the village, he met a beautiful girl

at the stream where she bathed and

drank water.

The boy and girl became friends.

They were together often, and the boy

fell in love with this girl. However,

he had a rival for the girl's love.

One day the girl went down to the

stream where both boys were waiting for

her. At last one boy grew to hate the

other so much that he gave him a liquid

drug that finally turned the boy into

an eagle. Day by day the boy grew feath-

ers until he became a real eagle.

Every day he flew over the village

to try to get the girl. All the people

protected her with their bows and arrows.

One day he spotted her alone at the

stream and carried her off to his cave.

24

rival- ri' vul
person who tries to
get the same thing as
another.

liquid- lik' wid
runs like water

drug- drug
something to drink
that puts a person
to sleep.

protected - pro tekt' d
kept from harm

spotted- spot' id
saw
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When the people learned about it,

they went to an old Indian who turned

himself into a fly. When he arrived

at the cave, the eagle was out hunting.

Only the girl and her baby were there.

After the eagle returned and had

his meal, he went to sleep. The fly

turned himself back into an Indian and

killed the eagle and took the girl and

her son back to her people.
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story Las been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE-QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. There are many versions of the baby eater stories and of the eagleman
stories. In some cases, it was the eagle who stole the babies; in other
cases, a witch or an old man, or a girl who was half one animal and half

another. After the children have read this story, invite them to tell
the version their parents or grandparents have told them.

2. Would it frighten you to live in a cave with an animal that had once
been a human being? Tell what you think your life would be like.

3. Almost everybody is frightened of some thing. What scares you?

4. How do you feel when you are afraid?

5. Do you ever do something that causes someone else to be frightened?
Tell us about it.

26



THE GREAT STAR MAN

105

Did you ever lie on your back
on a summer evening and wonder
about the stars you see? The
North Star is one of the brightest
stars there. Paul Ballestero,
Andrea Smiley, Juanita Williams,
Geri Thomas, and Alberta Dixon
tell us how the North Star came
to be.

Once upon a time two brothers Jived

with their grandfather all alone in a

village.

"Make us some bows and arrows,

Grandfather," they said one day.

"I need that little tree at the

end of the village," he replied.

When the boys started chopping

the tree, they thought someone was

talking to them'.

one, so they

"Do not chop me

said the tree. a your father.

The two brothers ran back to the

village and cried to their grandfather.

G rand f a th er Crandfather :That is ,our,

father, that tree.

The grandfather told the

father had been turned into a

Magic, ahd the,boys were a



"I need the heart of that tree,"

said the grandfather.

Two boys went back to the tree and

said, "We will not hurt you." So they

cut the heart from the tree.

When the grandfather had made the

bows and arrows, he said to the boys,

'fflNow I have to teach you to run faster

than the Great Star Man." He lighted

a leaf of corn and told them to run

south. When they got back, the leaf

was burned out.

Their grandfather said, "If you

want to catch the Star Man you have to

run faster than the wind "

The next morning he lighted another

105, p. 2

corn leaf and told themto

north.- When they

run,to the

was burned out again.

when they came baak from tha east,

"Run very, very fast," said the
_

grandfather as'they started:off t,o_the-

west. -When theyreturned,'-tha leaf

was still burning.
_ -P

"Now you,ard,ready go-and,cdtah
,

Beforemorning, thbytopkl_theirb6ws,
-
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and arrows to the west, and when they

saw the Star Man coming, they shot him.

He fell to the ground, and-the boys

threw him to the north. He is still

there. That's why we call him the

North Star.

When the boys returned to the

village, the people had all returned,

even their father. The grandfather

said to his son, " You have two sons

who are not afraid of anything."



DEAR TEACHER

The white aree to the left of the story has bean left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he w 1

copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diaznose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the'story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve rwo purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favoritemethod of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the-CREATIVE QUESTIONS you tett Che ehild's.reeall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orallY,- are useful in checking the
child's ability-to project hip own thinking in areasTelating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a.thild gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up Clues'that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS:

105

1. Did you ever see anything happen bee
tell us about it?,

of magic? Will you ease

2. Sometimes on TV a person does magic-tricks.
they have seen a magician do (*TV?

3. There-was some magic in the story of Cinderella.
us that story?

4. If a man who could work magic w
three wishes would you make?

Who can tell us what

cone tell,

.right here wi h us .tod



by

Olivia N athan
Gr ade 6



THE NAUGHTY QUAILS

106

when little animals are bad,
their mother tries to teach
them to be good. In Olivia
Nathan's story, the little
quails ran-away after they
were spanked. They also did
something else to get away
from their mother .

quail and her little ones. Every morning

the mother went out to get food for her

little quails.

One day one of the little quails

kicked over the pot.- The' mother got scr

angry that she spanked them. One of angry7 ang' ,gre-
,upset or' mad

the quail said they were going
7
to their

grandmother's house. After they:had-
-

walked arlittlsway; ,onSuggestpd- that ,sAggested-s jpst, d
,-

, _- -- --,isdi&-"I:et'sYsing
they-sing while ,they:walked, _

.

-The littiequaiiSYsaidtheir-Motiik

coming behind them, so e chai:ige
, _

,

selved 'Ihto- deSert Plaiit'i_ N.:Iiati-7:'ioil

now -see'in-theddsert.'
,



The white area to the left of the story bas been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when lie read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble_lies.

Before the children read_the story, yo.i might, like to,read to
them the blurb at the right of the title ,and: encourage them---to make
comments. Going over the glossary .with serve two purpose
reviewing word meanings they might _haVe' forgotten, and showing-, them
where they can get" help whery-a Vord-.proVes troublesonie ta theM.

. ,

,You probably have yOur favoritn_method of testing literalCornpre-,
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS.,are,,proyided.here., It is suggetted_. that
before you go intO-,the _CREATIVE- OUESTIONS: you test -the chile's- recall
of story facts in, your usual manner.':-

CREATIVE QUESTIOiTS, -"answered- orillY; - are 'useful in CheCking- the
abilitY_ta_-projeCt:,-ia-,7-own;thinking-. 'areii reisting to ths;

text. If 7 Tie-, teac-IiefSi.isten very carefully,,,to';answe-ra,',a'e_hild,:gives:-
to CREATIVE QUESTIMS;-'we,, often ere able to pick up clues that :help us
to understand him .better.

'

L. Have you ever, ."
ones? How ddEhe-/ dO It?

2,. What- othev',.th,ing-iirh
3io4ne

3i USuillybung,-An, a Er,
to, taker,Oark; Of-',EhetheelveS
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THE COYOTE AND THE BLUE BIRDS
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Wouldn't it be funny to see
coyotes with blue fur? If
Elizabeth Makil's story had
a different ending, perhaps
we might have seen them.

Once there was a pond.with blue water

in it, and birds came to bathe there every

year to renew the color of their feathers. renew- re nu'
make new again

One day while they were bathing, a

coyote came by and asked what they were

doing. They told him about the blue water

which dyed their feathers. The coyote

asked if he could do it too.

The birds said there was a certain

song they sang before diving into the

water. After he learned the song, _he

dyed - died
to color

coyote jumped irkto the water, sWam across

and came :out on :Wie

so happy: to

to blue...

He was

see his

Then he started

again, and the birds

supposed to until he

f our times

warned

to hum the song

told him he wasn'

dove in the water

and waited four, days. They

him that something would happen

to him if he didn't folloW the 'iules.
,

But the coyote ,didn't'believe them,

and started home on A path which the'

cows and horses made., , jle let out a,,,big

yell and started to sing the song.

supposed su poz'
wasn't supposed
Means'
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Before he could finish it, he tripped and

rolled in the.soft dirt. When he got up,

his fur was the same old color.

If he had listend to the birds,

coyotes could have been blue up to this

day.



DEAR TEACPER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary .with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and .showing them
where they can get help when a word.proveS troublesome to them.

you probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVEQUESTIONS you test-the-child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in Checking the
child's ability to .project.hiaown. thinking in,areaarelaing.to:the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are,able to pick up clues that help us-.
to understand himbetter.
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CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. The coyote wasn't pleased with the.way. h
aren't pleased with the waY they leok...What,are
things People dOto change.their-looks?

2.. Would yoU

3. Can You t

want.to change .your looks? How would .you liketo loot&

.

11 us .the reasons ypwiAsh.yau could change-your looks?
.

4. If your hair, or eyes, or body were different, would your life'be
different?
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Brenda Johnson

Teacher:
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Coyote's Coat
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Wouldn't it be funny to see
coyotes with blue fur? Michael
Case, Joseph Breckenridge and
Brenda Johnson tell us how
coyotes could have had blue coats.

Coyote did not like

the color of his coat. The

Blue Bird told him to sing

and then jump into the magic

lake four times Coyote

was not to look at himself

for four days. Coyote forgot

He bumped into tree Euld

fell into the sand. That's

why coyotes have coats the

coli--of sand.



DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of rhe story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. lf he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them-the-blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Coins over the glossary with-them will serve tWo purpenes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgetten and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troubleaome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story 'facts in your usual Manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his cwn thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child givcs
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

C_ ATIVE QUESTIONS

1. The coyote wasn't pleased with the way he- looked.SoMetimes peoPle
aren't pleased with the way they look. What are some of-the different
things people do to change:their lpoks?

2.- Would you want to chang_ your looks? Row-would ye

3. Can you tell us the reasons you

4. If your hair, or eyes, or-body were'different
different?
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THE PIMA CHALLENGE
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David Lewis describes for us
the way Indian braves used to
fight. The struggle was a(
imontest between two warrieks
who used special weapons and
skillful movements of their
bodies.

Pimas used the challenge in war.

Two warriors faced each other in

fight. It was men against man until

one was beaten.

Each man had a shield, war club,

a bow, and arrows. As he ran toward the'

other, he jumped, dodged, and zigzagged.

He moved his shield around to deflect

the weapons of his challenger. 'The

shield waSsharp with teeth like those

on the edge_6f a saw.,-Each,warrior,
_ .

dodge 7 doj
move quickly to keep
from getting hit

zigzagged- zig zag' d
turn quickly from
side' to,side

deflect - de flekt!
bonne off

would try to knock-the' other's Weapons

out of his hands'. 'If
_

hit the other, on-,-the e

club.

sud,Ceede

tinre-4

- A



DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story hes been left for thc .
words which gave the child trouble when he reed the sto y. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may-be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.--

Before the children read the story, You mikht like to read o
. ,

_them the blurb at the, right of- the' -tltle.HandenCburake -them-to make
comments. Going over the BiOsSerY- Wi,th:themwill serve two .purposes;
reviewing word Meanings ,theY -might have -forgotten,- and sliesdug: them
where they can get help When. a. Wor'& OrdVes troublesome to :th6mi:

You probablY haVe- yourfAvorite ,method of .testing 'literal eoPPre-
hension, so no STORY. QUESTIONS::.art- prOvided here.r. -It-- is augkested :that

.

before yoU go _into .the 'CREATIVE:- QUESTIONS- YOu test the' chilZ's recall-
of story facts in your Usual manner.
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CREATIVE QUESTIONS; answered -orally,' are useful 'in- -checking tlie
child' s ability to project his own _thinking in 'areas -relating tc.,w -the
text. If we teachers listen very Carefully tá -answers e -child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, We often are 'able to pick up Clues that kelp'us
to understand him better._

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. In a challenge, one persontries.,to _prove tkat he-cam do. samething-
better than another person. Rae _youlalier given ,_or_reCeived 'a ehalleng,

_

Tell us-about-it.

2. Why- ao You think a person wants-to,-.prove he-ta'betteriv

3. Da ,you:think,this;'iaaaarir,(OrlreaaOna)`;aa44-;
lenge each other?, ,

4. Samet-Wee,-'te14e,,
you 'rather be '4;.,*-etilher7:-(3-fa
challenge?, f why
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THE DAYS OF INDIANS LONG AGO
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How the Indians lived long
ago is talked about in this
story by several children.
Parts of the story come from
Gerard Andrews, Peggy Balatche,
Elvira Enos, Billy Notah, and
Isidro Salazar.

The Indians of long ago had a hard

life, but they were happy. Some men

hunted, and some men planted. The women

had their chores, and the children learned

as they were growing up.

The hunters of the tribe went out

in the desert and to the mountains :with

bows and arrows to bring,back deer:and

bear meat. Rabbits and birds were killed

for meat too, often by the young boys

in the village who were-taught

by their fathers. Fish was

chores - choirs
jobs

Indians' diet because the Gila

flowing through their lands

The 'Indians planted corn and'melOns,

a d sometimes beans. They also

ate squash, a large green or yellow fruit

which was round or long and curved. The

flesh of squash Was cooked and, served

as a vegetable or used as filling-for

pies.

HouSeS were'made o etiOks,

and someiimes stones. Mud 'aieo zas bekea
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to make cups and other bowls which held

food. The Indians didn't wear heavy

clothes because the desert was warm.

Their clothes were made from cotton and

the skins of animals.

It wag the women's job to cook the

food, build fires with rocks, and wash

clothes at the river. The children

learned by watching and doing as they

grew older.

The desert and the mountains were

beautiful because of the plants, birds,

animals, rocks, and water. The Indians

of old enjoyed them as we do today.



DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will .
copy those words from the text, you may be better dble to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the.CREATIVE QUESTIONS you teat the-child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a Child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. What is meant by a "hard life"?

2. Do you have a hard life today? If you say yes, what causes life to
be hard for you?

3. Do you think the lives of your Children and grandchildren* 11 be
harder or easier than yours teday? Why, or why not?

4. WOuld you like to have been born a Pima a long time a o? Why or why
no
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LIGHTNING-OF-THE-SKY

111

Sometimes when we see light-
ning and hear thunder, we
wonder if there is magic
present. Perhaps there is,
according to Roland 4ustin's
story.

A long, long time ago there was a

little boy who had no name. When he

was born, his mother and father didn't

know what to call him, and the people

of the tribe couldn't think of a name

either.

One day while he was -playing he

saw something peculiar. It was a horse, peculiar - pe kul' yer
not usual, strange

a magic horse, and by it was a golden

spear. The magic spear could bring

thunder and lightning every time it

was given a jerk.

The little boy got an idea. He

called all the people of the tribe to-

gether and told them that he had named

himself Lightning-of-the-Sky.

One day he decided to ride the

flying horse. But instead of going

where the little boy wanted it to go,

the horse went straight up into the

sky. Lightning-of-the-Sky never re-

turned.

49

jerk - jurk
quick pull

returned - re turn' d'
came back
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Whenever the people of the village

had no rain, they danced. Thunder and

lightning and rain came down., and they

thought of the little boy who once had

no name.

50
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DFAF, TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story 11.,is been left for ths
words which gave the child trouble when he rend the story. If he wi 1
copy those words from the text, you may bc better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS yeti test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, aaswered orally, are useful. in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
_text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Everybody has a name. Why do you think the little boy's parents
couldn't think of one for him?

2. Do you like your name? Why, or why not?

3. If you do not like your name, what name would you like to have? Why?

4. If your name means something else, please tell us.

5. Why ia a person's name important to him?

6. Indians of long ago did not have last names, or family names, as we
do today. Do you wish we still had that custom? Why, or why not?
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by
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THE LOST BOY
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It is very wonderful to have
a friend, even more than one.
Doreen Romero tells us about
a friend her uncle made when
he was a little boy.

Many years ago when my uncle was a

young boy, he was known as Great Eagle.

Great Eagle was a great hunter too.

One day when he was hunting, a noise

came from the bushes, but it did not

sound like an an±mal. There in the

bushes was another boy about the same

age as Great Eagle. My uncle wanted

to talk to the boy, but the boy ran away.

Next day that same boy came to

the village by himself. Great Eagle

noticed the boy and walked up and iled noticed - not'

at him. The boy smiled too and said his

name was Running Deer. The next time

they met they played together. Great

Eagle and Running Deer became very good

friends.

Running Deer's people found him

saw

and asked him to return home with them.

Even though Great Eagle wanted him

stay, Running Deer

left.

Afte

return---'re turn'
come back

away.

a_year Great,Eagle -pa sedH



DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve-two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method Of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child'a recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in,checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. If you could make a new friend right noW, what do you wish he or she
would be like?

2. What makes friends like each 'other?

3. Do you feel the same tpward a friend as you,do toward :your mother, Or
father, or sister, or brother?-'.How is the feeling different?:

4. Wt act differently toward a frie d. What are some of the
do for a friend that we don't do for other People

112

5. It is sad to lose a friend. what might hipPen that
friendship to,break up?

ould cause

6. It is suggested that you play the.record "Pepple Barbara Streisand
anong others recorded it); and encourage the children tp, discus:i its
meaning.





THE LADY WHO SPOKE TO OWLS

113

Emmett Hughes-tells us about
a lady who could speak to
owls and could understand
what they said to.her.

Once long ago there waSa

always went outside when an

She understood what the awl said with

his hoots. Sometimes he told her who

was going to die.

Because she said not

understood
kriew-

--,un.;der stood'

right,after she died,

to bury her .

the lady lay in

her coffin three days. She came back

to life and went on talking to owls.

She was a doctor too. She used

owl feathers to heal the sick. One

day two men stole her feathers and

coffin - kof 111
box in which a dead
person is put in the
ground.

hid them by a post. Hut the owl told

her where they were, and she found them

again.

Finally she got sick and

died. The lady was buried thib-time.



DEAR TEACITER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

113

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probablIti, have your faVorite..method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no:STORY _QUESTIONSHare.provided here: It is stiggeated that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS-you test the Child's recall
of story facts 'in your usual manner.

-

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in ;Checkiñg the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to ankwers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUEST/ONS

I. It is suggested-that, thCrecord,' "Talk tora.the 'Animals," from the
movie, 7Dr. Doolittle,'", be-played before thia Aneitionlis, asked..

How would you like it if:,people.,and animals could talk together?'
2. Ask yeur'fiiend to-he an owl and thin talk_:tOgethei, hen,:you,bc an

. ,-owl and talk tb'your friend.
3. What'inight people',say aboUt,YOU .if ould talk 't

4. AlthoUgh Uur,pers '"--d'OnOr
- _

7.
ous

some 'Of the things they say in their own 1angusge. Can

.,Clut pets ,illSo,-understan
giya' SOMA- examplia?'

Why?'

we amt understand
ou give :some

_

.

amei,

stand-reaaht-Other'''''"dan-,ykiurigtoe--,ekaim
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TETOBRAVES
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Mary Salazar's story is like
a mystery that has no ending.
As you.read it, think of which.
Indian boy might have won the
contest and rode with his
father, the chief.

Black Cloud and Arrow Head were the

sons of Chief Runagay, one of the bravest

chiefs who ever lived. Black Cloud was

the older of the two sons.

Chief Runagay planned to attack F-rt

Plymouth and was going to allow one of

his sons to lead the march with him. It

was the custom that only one son could

march with his father, and the chief had

to decide which_ of his sons would have

the honor.

He decided to have a C ntest between-

the two young braves. They were to bring

back not only an eagle's feather and two

eagle eggs but also an eagle its lf.

Chief Runagay told them they were to be

back before sunse7t in seven days and

sent one of them east and one west.

Both Black Cloud and Arrow Head knew

that eagl s were scarcely seen, and when scarcely - skars' lee
almost n ver

they were seen, 't was near the top of

the mountains.

When it got dark, the desert was



c,older than any night h d ever been.

But Black Cloud was wide a ake w ndering

who would win t_e c ntest. Finally h

huddled himself into a ball and fell

asleep. When he awoke, It was dawn.

Thinking his brother was already climb-

ng the mountain, he got up and ran

oward the mountain.

To this day no one knows who

contest or who got to march wi

Cbie=f Runagay.

60

huddled - hud ld
pulled his legs to
his chest
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DEAR TEACHER

Thr,, wh,Le arca to the left of the story has been left for the
words whi,-2h gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Tell us the ending you have thought of for the story.

2. Has anything like this ever happened to you and your brother or sister?

3. When you have children, will you ever ask one to try to do something
better than his brother or sister and offer a prize to the one who wins?
Why?

1
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by
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OLD FOLK STORY
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When we see a buzzard feeding
on the flesh of a dead animal,
our thoughts toward him usually
are not kind. Anthony Avery
tells a story about a buzzard
who showed love to an old lady.

Long ago .my grandfather told me

a story about an old lady ano a buzzard.

An old lady lived by herself.

She had no hu band, and her house was

not good enough for her to sleep under

it. The house was so bad that it had

a hole at the top.

A buzzard came along one day and

sat on top of the house where the hole

was. He said to the old lady:

"I want to marry you because you

live here all alone I will be your

husband."
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DEAR TEACMR

The white area to the left of the story has been left fcr the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-tc moke
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing Word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

(Note to the teacher: if you have not used the record, "Talk to the
Animals," from the movie "Dr. Doolittle," you might like to use it in
conjunction with this story.)

1. How would you like to be able to talk to a buzzard?

2. If you could choose just one a imal to which you could talk, which one
would you choose?

3. The lady in this story really has a problem, doesn't she? She's old.
She's poor. She has no husband to take care of her. If you were he
neighbor, what would you do to help her?
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by
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THE BOY HERO
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There are many stories of
bravery in the history of
the Indians. Elaine Shelde
tells us a story about a
brave little Indian boy.
As you read, try to think of
brave deeds that have been
done in our lifetime.

A long time ago in a forest was a big

kodiak bear, which the Indians wanted to kodiak ko' dee ak
a big brown bear

kill, but failed. A little Indian boy whose in Alaska.

father had been killed by the bear wanted

to kill it too.

The Indians said, "No, you'll get

killed too."

But the little boy did not believe

them, so he set out to kill the bear with

his father's tomahawk. As he was strolling strolling - strol' ing
walking slowly

through the forest, he heard a growling

sound. He looked through the bushes and

saw the bear. Although the bear was about

three times larger than the little Indian,

the boy wasn't afraid at all. He threw

the tomahawk and struk the bear on the

forehead so hard that the bear fell to the forehead for' hed
part of face between

ground. eyebrows and hair

The braves, who heard the bear, came

running. They all stared at the dead kodiak,

and said to the boy, "I hope your father

is very proud of you." The Indians took the

boy back to the village and had a feast in

honor of what he did. 6
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DEAR TEACTER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy Chose words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the'story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing wordlyneanings they might have forgotten, aad showing them
uhere they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child givea
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often a e able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. The little Indian boy was not afraid of the bear. Can you think of
any reasons why?

2. Sometimes it hard not to be afraid. What makes you be afraid?

3. Like the little Indian boy, sometimes we are very brave. Can you
think of a time when you were brave?

4. Some Indian men of long ego were called braves. Why?

5. Do you wish you had been born when the men were called braves? Tell
us why, or why not?

6. How do you think the Indian women felt about the braves of the tribe?

7. Who is the bravest person you ever knew or heard of?
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Many unusual stories are
told about people who leave
this world. Theodore
Andrews tells us this one.

My father told me this story about a

man who died and whose soul went up.

On his way up he stopped where two

soul sol
spirit

little angels were. He was so tired and angel - an' jel
one kind of spirit

thirsty that he asked the angels for some

water. After he drank, he asked how to

get to heaven. The angels did not know.

So he went on. Later he came to a

door and knocked on it. He asked the

devil who came to the door where heaven devil - dev' ii
another kind of

was. The devil told him to follow the spirit

trail in the mountains. "But don't look

around," he said. "You'll hear footsteps

and screaming and crying, but don't turn

around."

The man followed the trail and heard

the noises, but he kept going. He came

to a golden gate, and inside were people

all dressed in white.

At his funeral he sat up and looked

around and fell,back.

9
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DEAR TEACITER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for tl,
words which gave the chil6 trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal ccmpre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. What do you think an angel looks like? Tell us in words or draw one
for us.

2. Are there boy angels and girl angels?

3. Do you think of an angel being good or bad? WhYT,

4. What do you think a devil looks like? Tell us in words or draw one.

5. Are there boy devils and girl devils?

6. Do you think.of a devil being good or bad? Why?

7. Sometimes we call people angels or devils. What do we mean?

70
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Squanto became chief of his
tribe when he was only twel e
years old. Marvin Pablo
tells Us about Squanto.

In a small village in Arizona lived a

boy called Squanto, which means Little Brave.

His mother died after he was born, and his

father was the chief. His father taught

him how to hunt rabbi s and birds.

When Squanto was only twelve winters

old, his father and others in the village

became very sick because of the famine. famine - fam' in
no food

The chief decided all the persons in the

village who were not sick should go out

and hunt food. There were only six,

counting Squanto.

Off they went to hunt for food. After

a while, all the hunters had a deer, except

Squanto, who had nothing. But on his way

back, he got a rabbit.

When the hunters returned home, the returned - re turn° d'
came back

chief was dead. Squanto was very sad and

also very scared because now he was the

chief.

But then he got older, and he mar i d

beautiful squaw when he was twenty years

old. They had two children, a boy and a

g
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DEAR TEACEER

The whit,:l area o the left of the story hjs been left for the
uords 'which geve the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a wore proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method oi testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you ge into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's gbility to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. When Squanto's father died, Squanto b came the leader of his people.
What does it mean to be a leader?

2. What do you think makes leaders different from other people?

3. Who are smae of the leaders of your tribe?

4. How are thy different from other members of the tribe?

5. Who are same of the leaders of your school?

6. How do you know they are leaders?

-7. Could you become a leader? What makes you think so or what makes you
think you couldn't?
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Virginia Barehand tells us
the story of an old man and
his donkey who were once in
our land.

Many years ago there was an old

Mexican man with white hair and beard,

and he dressed like a farmer.

One day he passed through Gila

Crossing on his way to the mountains.

His donkey was carrying sacks, pots, pans,

blankets, shovel, gun, an ax and a hoe.

No one knew his name or where he came

from.

Then many years later a man found

a skeleton in a cave in tYe mountains.

Many of the people thought it was the

skeleton of the old Mexican man.

skeleton skel' i tun
bones of the body
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DEAR TEAMER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he rend the story. lf he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Do you think the old Mexican man enjoyed his life with his donkey?
Why, or why not?

2. If you had lived in Gila Crossing when he came, what things would you
have liked to know about him?

3. If you think you would like a wandering life, where all would you go?

4. How would you earn money to buy sugar, flour, bacon, bullets, clothes?

S. Would people in towns you traveled through be nice to you? Would the
children be scared of you?

6. If you could change the old Mexican's life, would you? Ilow?

7G
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Have you ever seen a snake
so big that it sounded like
a sand storm when it crawled?
Lorena Wade's uncle told
her about such a snake.

My un le used to tell us stories of

long ago. One story was about a giant snake

living in the Estrella Mountains.

One day my uncle and his friend went

to walk in the mountains, and his friend

saw a giant egg. My uncle tried to stop

him from cracking the egg, but it was too

late. When my uncle told him what jt was,

they started to run out of the mountains.

They got about half a mile when they

heard something coming. It sounded like a

big sand storm. It was the mother of the

snake. She would stop, put her head straight

up to see where they were, and then she

came running.

My uncle's friend told him to go one

way and he would go the other. The giant

snake stopped where they separated, separated - sep a rat'
one went one way, on(

sniffed the ground and started to follow went another way

my uncle's friend. My uncle never saw his sniffed - snift'
smelled

friend again.
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Teacher

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Draw a picture of this giant snake. Be sure to put in houses
and trees so we can see how big it is.

2. In Venezuela, South America live many tribes of Indians who
must watch out for a snake called a boa constrictor. It some-
times grows to be thirty feet long and kills by wrapping itself
around a person and squeezing him. When this snake runs through
the jungle, what kind of sound might it make?

3. What do you think happened to the friend of Lorena Wade's
uncle?
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DEAX TEACITR

The white ar?I ;-) the left of the stury has been left fur the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those worls frer ,. the text, you may be better able to dig6nose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to ansT4ers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are gble to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Draw a picture of this giant snake. Be sure to put in houses and
trees so we can see how big it is.

2. In Venezuela, South America live many tribes of Indians who must watch
out for a snake called a boa constrictor. It sometimes grows to be thirty
feet long and kills by wrapping itself around a person and squeezing him.
When this snake runs through the jungle, what kind of sound might it make?

3. What do you think happened to the friend of Lorena Wade's uncle?
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When the old hooty owl begins
to hoot in the tree, he is
saying something. We just
don't understand him. There
was a time, however, when
Indians could unterstand the
hoots. Louis Santos tells us
about it.

Long ago when the Pimas listened to

the calls of the owls, they knew what the

owls were saying. They would tell the Pimas

what was going to happen next in their

village, if sickness were to come to the

village, and who was going to die.

One time there lived an Indian boy

and his grandfather. When the boy went

out to hunt, his grandfather was quite quite - kwit
truly or really

healthy. On the way , the boy saw an

owl who warned him that his grandfathe warned - warn' d
told

was going to get sick. When the boy went

home, he saw his grandfather lying in bed

sick.

Two days later the owl told him that

his grandfather would die and he did

that morning.
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
cpy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at .the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve Vdo purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably nave your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

If an owl could tell you what you want to know, what would you ask him?

What would your parents ask him?

What would President Nixon ask him.

4. What would the elders of your tribe ask him?

What would your best friendask him?

' 6. What would your teacher ask him?
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When a hunter killed an eagle
there were certain things he
did because custom told him
he should. David Shelde tells
us the story.

While a father and son were hunting

in the woods, the pan raised his bow and

shot an eagle sitting on a limb. Before

he went to get the bird, the man told his

son about a certain Indian custom

involving the killing of an eagle. Se

asked his son not to help him in feather-

ing and cooking the eagle. 'The boy stood

alone as his father cleaned the bird.

When they arrived home, the man told his

wife what he had done and what he had to

do.

certain - sur' tun
clearly stated

involving - in volv' ing

He gathered his blanket and clothes gathered - gath' r' d
got together or picked

and went to a tree not far from his home. up in his arms

There he sat under the tree. When even-

ing came, he saw his wife coming with a

dish of food. He got up and went beyond

the tree while his wife placed a dish of

food under the tree. When he finished- finished - fin' ish' d
ended

his dinner, he put the dish away from him

so she could get it.

The man did this for five days, and

on the fifth day he took a bath in a

85
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nearby pond. When he finished, he took

the dish he had used and broke it. Then

he gathered his things and went back to

his family.
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DEAR TEACUER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words Which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing litern1 compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

_CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. What are some of the Indian customs you follow in your home today?

2. Do you like to take part in these customs? Why, or why not?

3. Do you know any customs of other tribes?

4. Do you wish they were your customs? Why, or why not?

5. What are some of the customs of this country that you follow?

6. Do you like to take part in these customs. Why, or why not?

7. Why do you think customs are followed?
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Do you know why the roadrunner
has the funny little mark on
the side of his head? Bruce
Jackson has an answer in this
story.

A long time ago the Indians were in

much need of fire, but the only one who

had fire was the god of fire. This god

lived in the mounta' s. All the attempts attempts - a tempts'
tries or trials

by the Indians to get the fire were

failures.

The Indians had a meeting to see who

w uld dare to try again. They wanted

somebody who was fast, so they chose the

roadrunner. So the roadrunner set off

one morning for the top of the mountain

where the god lived in a cave.

He saw sticks of fire and ran swiftly

to pick pp one of them. The god saw him

and got the other stick. As the roadrunner

ran down the mountain as fast as he could

go, the god threw his stick. The roadrunner

ducked, and the stick just graz d him on
. grazed - graz' d

hit lightly
the side of the head.

That is why to this day the roadrunner

has a mark on the side of his head.
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DEAR TEACIER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help,when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully co answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

v,hat does failure mean to yoi

2. Do your parents have the same idea you have about failure? If not,
how is it different?

3. The opposite of failure is success. What are some of the things at
which are successful?

4. IS sucess important? Why, or why not?

5. What makes a person successful?

6. Who is the most successful person you know? Why is he or she a success?
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Sometimes we wish we were
someone else. Sometimes, in
fact, we wish we were some-
thing other than a person,
maybe an animal or a tree.
Titus Davis tells us about
two little Indian boys who
weren't satisfied to be boys.

Once long ago there was an Indian boy

who kept wishing he was a bird that could

fly to the sky. His brother wished he

could run as fast as a deer.

One morning as the two boys were play-

ing an Indian game, they saw two young

deer playing in the grass by their mother.

The first brother said, "Let's go kill the

two deer to have meat to eat." But the

other Indian boy answered,"No, let's don't

kill them." So the first brother didn't.

After they went home to eat, they

decided to go hunting. They saw two birds decided - de si' did
made up their minds

sitting on a limb singing together. The

second brother aimed his arrow , but the

first brother did not let him shoot.

The next day they went hunting again.

While they were in the bushes, two other

Indians came by. Hearing the rattle in

the bushes, the hunters shot into them.

Parting the branches, the hunters found

nothing that could have made a noise. They

looked all around and saw only a bird

92
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feather and a piece of deer fur.

The feather and the fur came f om the

two Indian boys who kt.pt wishing to be a

bird and a deer.
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DEAR TEAC-

The white area to the left cf the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you mey be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall .
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Do you wish you were someone else or something else? Why, or why not?

2. If you could be anything or anybody, what or who would yOu wish to be.
Why?

3. Name the advantages of being the person or thing you wish to be. Name
the disadvantages.

4. What does it mean when we say "fitting in sameene else's shoes?"

5. Why is it sometime harder to fit yourself into sotheone e se's shoes
rather than accept yourself just the way you are?

6. What does it mean when we say the "grass is always greener on the other
side of the fence?"
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When we are sick today, we go
to doctors to make us well.
The Indians of long ago called
their doctors "medicine men."
Roland Justin, Jr. tells a
story about one of them.

Long ago there lived a little Indian

girl who was always tired and was never

able to play very much. So one day her

father took her to a medicine man, and she

stayed with him for a week.

When she came back, she was a healthy

child, running, playing, and singing like

the rest of the children. No one knew what

medicine turned the sick little girl into

a healthy child.

96

medicine med' u sun
somethrng to make
a sick person get
well
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story ha5 been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able Lo diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Befcre the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a wori proves troublesome to them.

Yon probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in chec ing the
child s ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATTVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. When you grow up, would you like to spend your life helping make
people well - perhaps as a doctor or a nurse? Why, or why not?

2. Why do you think some people would be good at this kind of a job while
others might not be?

3. Finish this sentence: "When I grow up, I want to " (The
teacher might like these answers to be written or drawn or play acted in-
stead'of oral.
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There are many different kinds
of reasons people are given
special names. Sometimes nick-
names describe a person's hair,
or eyes, or other features.
Sometimes nicknames are given
because of something a person
does, like Elmer Nareia's
story.

On a sunny afternoon an Indian boy

went to get some arrowweeds for the arrows

he was making.

As he was fixing one arrow, he saw

that it was crooked and threw it out across crooked - krook' id
bent, or lot straigl-

the crops. Just as he did it, darkness

fell upon the desert, and rain poured down

hard. Sorrow came to the people, for they

knew their crops would be spoiled. After spoiled spoil' d
ruined

the rain stopped, the little boy picked

up the arrow, and the crops began growing

taller.

That's how the little Indian boy got

his name, Crooked Arrow.

33
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DEAR TEAC1LER

The whit area Lo t left of the story has bera loft for the
words which gave the child trouble when he re,ld the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be bett,..r able to dicnos
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you misht like to read tu
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposs:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showin them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compe-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answ__ed orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully Lo answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Tell us some of the nicknames you have heard - either real people or
people you have met in a story.

2. How d d those persons get their nicknames?

3. Do you have a nickname? What is it? Why are you sometimes called by
that name?

4F If you could have any nickname you wanted, what would you choose for
your special name? Why?

5. What nicknames can you think of that you wouldn't want to be called?
Why?
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THE GREAT GIFT
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Virginia Pablo tells us a
story about a little blind
girl who got the gift of
sight.

Once when I was very small, my grand-

mother told me that when she was a little

girl, she was blind. She lived with her

father, and they heard about a woman who

had received a gift from God. They were received re sev' d'
got

told how she got the gift.

The woman knew somehow that she was

going to die. She told the people to put

her in the church when she died and then

to bury her if she did not awaken within

ten days. When she woke up, she had the had the power
was able

power to heal anyone who was ill in any way.

My grandmother's father decided that decided - de si' did
made up his mind

they would go and see if the woman could

really do what the people had been telling

them. He told the woman that his daughter

was blind and asked if she could heal her

and make her see again.

The woman told my grandmother to lie

on the bed. She told her to keep her eyes

closed, and she rubbed them. In the morn-

ing, after she had slept, she could see.

On the way home she kept asking her

fathe "Is this the way we came?" Because

she could see, they were very happy.
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DEkR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he w 11
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with ehem will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child'S recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas reiating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a nhild gives'
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. If you could awaken with some special power, what would you want this
power to be?

2. How would you use your special power?

3. If you had never been able to
would want to see if you received

4. What would be the first thing
heard before?

5. What would be the first thing
been able to smell anything?

see, what would be the first thing you
the gift of sight?

you would want to hear if you had never

you would want to smell if you had never

03
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Grade 6
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Grade 8
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THE BIG SNAKE
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Darlene Burnette and Jewel
Jay both tell a story about
a large snake, but they give
the story different endings.
Is one as bad as the other?

Long ago some Indians- climbed the

Laveen Mountains. When they got to the

top, they saw a big hole. The Indians put

long ropes together in order to climb down,

and at the bottom they found a very pretty

place.

Suddenly a big snake appeared. The suddenly - sud' n lee
all at once

Indians tried to run, but the snake caught

all of them but one. As soon as he climbed

down the mountain, he tried to tell the

people in the village what happened, but

somehow he couldn't talk.

(In Darlene's story, the man who escaped

went blind. However, both girls have the

same warning: "If you see a snake larger

than anything you ever saw before, don't

tell anyone.")
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DEX:, TELCITER

The white aten eo the left of the story has been le.t for thc
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of te$ting literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Pretend you had never been able to see. What would be the first thing
you would want to see when you got your sight?

2. Pretend you had never been able to talk. What is the first thing you
would want to say?

3. Pretend you had never been able to hear. What is the first thing you
would want to hear?

A. Pretend you had never been able to smell. What is the first thing you
would want to smell?

5. If you had to give up one of your five senses - seeing, hearing, tasting,
smelling, touching, - which one would you choose? Why?
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Teacher:
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by
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Rattl snake' s Fangs

129
When we are out on the desert,
we are very careful to get out
of the way of the rattlesnake.
He has sharp fangs. If he bites
us we may get very sick. But
the rattlesnake did not always
have fangs. Dane Peters tells
us how he got them.

Naughty little Rabbit

was always bad to Rattlesnake

The Sun God crave Rattlesnake

some fangs. After that.

Rabbit kicked Rattlesnake.

Rattlesnak.e b t him.

Everyone was surprised.

Th rattlesnake is not
--mistreated any mote.
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DEAR TEACUER

The white alea to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. lf he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
commenta. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
her:ere you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Play like you are Sun God. How would you help rattlesnake?

2. What would you do to the rabbit when he kicked the rattlesnake?

3. How would you help the rattlesnake and rabbit be friends?

4. How do you think the rattlesnake felt when the rabbit was naughty to
him?

5. How do you think the rabbit felt when he kicked the rattlesnake?
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Long ago people believed
that it was because of a
fox that the Milky Way was
made. Betty Johnson and
David Santos retell the
story.

A long time ago a man nemed Zeke lived

in the sky. One day Zeke was walking home

with a sack of flour. As he walked and

walked, he realized that the sack became

less of a burden to carry.

As he kept walking, he became

curious about a noise behind him. He

looked and saw a fox licking up the flour

that was pouring from a hole in the

sack.

To this day some people remember

the story of the fox and the flour when

the wind is blowing and the sky has a

milky look. Now they call it the Milky

Way.

lii

realized re' el iz' d
felt, because the sack
was not heavy anymore

curious - kyoor' e us
became curious means
wanted to know

remember - re mem' bur
think of
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DEAR TEACKER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. In what way are you like Zeke?

2. In what way are you like the fox?

3. If Zeke were to talk to the fox when he saw him licking up the flour,
what do you think he would have said?

4. Zeke must go home,without flour for the meal. What do you think his
familY will say about that?

5. Have you ever seen the M lky Way? What does it look like to you?
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by
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Many Pima stories are told
about the coyote. In this
one that Paul Ballestero
tells, a porcupine profits
because of a coyote's elfish-
ness.

A porcupine was walking along the

river and saw a dead buffalo with an

arrow in him.

"I must take this to my children,"

she thought.

A coyote came running along and also

saw the dead animal. When he saw the

porcupine, he said,"Let's play a game.

whoever can jump over the buffalo can

have it."

The porcupine answered, can't jump

over that buffalo."

"Try. You never know when you can

make it," the coyote replied. replied - re plid'
said

So the porcupine tried, but he only

got half way.

"Watch me," bragged the coyote, and

he jumped all the way over the buffalo.

Very sad, the porcupine climbed a tree

and watched the coyote tear up the meat.

But when the coyote went to get his children

to help carry the meat, the porcupine took

all the meat away. Coyote looked all over

when he returned with h-s family. In the
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river he Saw the reflection of the porcu- reflection - re flek'shur
picture like a mirror

pine in the tree. "Children, get me a gives you

rock," he said, "and tie it around me."

He jumped in the river to get the porcupine

he thought he saw and never came up.

One of the cubs saw the porcupine

the tree, and the little coyotes ran home

to the den where there mother was.

Then the porcupine ate all the meat.

5
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DEAR TEACBER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before ,the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You-probably have your favorite method of testing literal con re-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the-CREATIVE QUESTIONS.you t -t the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS,.answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS we often are able to pick up cluez; that help us
to understand him bet _r.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. A buffalo is a very large animal and has lots of meat. Can you think
of a way the coyote and porcupine could have solved the problem aver who
would get the meat?

2. Can you think of a time when you shared something with another person
instead of taking it all for yourself?

3. What does selfishness mean? Can you give an example?

4. Why do you think some people are selfish and some people are not?

5. Is it important for me (a teacher) to like the person I Is it
important for you to like the person you are? Why?



FALLING STAR

by

Joyce Allison
Grade 7
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Walking under a ladder,
stepping on a crack, and
seeing a black cat are called

.

superstitions. Joyce Allison
tells us what happened when
a little girl trailed a star
with her hand.

The Maricopa Indians have a supersti-

tion that trailing a falling star with

one's hand will bring bad luck.

Once a little Maricopa girl, whose

grandmother told her the story of the

falling star, did not believe it. That

same night she went out with her mother

and saw a star falling through the sky.

She showed her mother the star and pointed

to it as it disappeared. She wondered

what might happen, but noViing did.

The next morning the little girl

told her grandmother what had happened.

When the grandmother scolded her for

what she did, she just laughed and ran

to catch her dog. As she ran across the

field, a snake bit her.

While she was in the hospital, the

little girl told the nurses and doctor that

she would never trail a falling star again.

But they did not know what she was talklng

about.

superstition-su per sti'
tion

something said to be
true from fear or
lack of facts

believe - be ley'
say to be true

disappeared - dis a peer'
d'

went away



DEAR TEArHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better ible to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the'story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to mvke
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, 41swered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to projecyhis own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachs,ralketen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are sble to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

Sometimes people wish on a star. A little poem says:

Star light, Star bright,
Nake my wish come true tonight.

If you could have a wish granted, what would you wish?

Is it possible for your wish to come true?

What would you have to do to have a wish came true?

4. Would you say a wish is something like a goal? How are they alike?

5. What would u have to do to reach a goal?
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Bernadette Saiza knows a
story about a tragic ending
for some children who lived
in an Indian village long
ago.

A long, long time ago, there was an

Indian village. The land was very dry,

and the Indians could not farm nor raise

the animals they had.

One day the people heard a roar like

thunder coming from the village well which

also was dry. Suddenly water gushed from

the well, and the people were very

frightened. They thought they had done frightened - fri' ten' d
scared

something to make the gods angry.

So they ran to their medicine man

and asked him if he knew how to stop the

water. "We are afraid there will be a

flood," they said.

"Throw some children in the well,"

the medicine man advised them. advised - ad vis' d
told

As soon as the people threw children

into the well, the water stopped, and the

well became dry again.

Today one can still hear the children

laughing at times and crying at other times.
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left ot the story has been left tot the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from thc text, you may be betier able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the Story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
helsion, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before-you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered-orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that: help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. If you were the medicine man, what would you have told the frightened
people?

2. What do you thihk the'children in the well were laughing about? Crying
about?

3. What makes you laugh?

4. What makes you cry?

5. We all know how laughing and crying are different. But who can tell us
how laughing and crying are alike?

6. Some people don't laugh very much. Why do you thihk they find it hard
to laugh?
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by
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This story by Bernadine Vance
tells the tale about what we
call Pedro's hand mark in the
sky.

Once there lived two gods, Araby and

Pedro, in a little town called Santa Vira.

Araby said to Pedro, "If you don't

touch this gold piece of rock, I will let

you have it. But if you touch it, I'll

make the skies fall down."

One morning Pedro forgot what Araby

told him and picked up the gold piece of

rock. Suddenly the skies started to

come down on the people, and they screamed.

Pedro lifted the skies up, and all the

people cheered because Pedro saved their

lives.

Now when you look up at the stars,

you can see Pedro's hand mark there.

suddenly sud' un ly
all at once
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DEAR TEACHER

The white arca to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those wcrds from the text, you may be betti;r able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before tbe children read the story, you might like to rerd to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meaning they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favor te method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before ybil go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understaed him better

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Describe Pedro's hand mark in the sky.

2. Now that we have all heard what it looks like, let's draw Pedro's
hand.

3. On what occasions have you seen Pedro' hadd?

4. Some people in this country have seen things in the sky that they
can't identify. Some think these flying objects could be space ships
from another planet. What do you think?

5. Let's draw what we might think a space ship from another planet
would look like.
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Long ago an old woman stole
babies. People were afraid
of her. Marcellene Juan and
Brenda Johnson tell us the
story.

Once there was an old

woman who stole babies. She

took them to her cave. The

people were afra d They

asked See-he to help them.

He put.her t sleep and

started a fire in the cave.

The mountains shook and

cracked open. See he

tamped the cracks shut.

After that any woman who

was bad was called Ho'ok.
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be bettor able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the'story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage themto make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purpose
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the-CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in c:hecking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues chat help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS :

1. If you e See-he, what would you do to the old waman who stole the
babies?

2. What do you think the old woman's cave looked like?

3. Let's draw it.

4. If someone took your baby brother or sister away, what would you do?

How would you feel if you were stolen away from your parents?
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HOY THE RAJT ESNAKE GOT HIS FANGS Would you celieve that once
rattlesnakes were harmless
and timid? CTIristopher
Tashquinth tells us what
changed the rattlesnake
way of living!

A. long tine ago the In ians and the

anim-ls used to meet together in one of

the huts. The rattlesnake came too. Just

to have fun the animals would pick up the

rattlesnake and throw him to each other.

One day the rattlesnake got tired of

this. He wanted a weapon to fight back weapon 7 web' un
something used

with, so he went to the god of nature and fight with

told the god what always happ n d when he

went to the meetings.

"Yo) go -ver to that tLch and me

two

him.

d of e told

When the rattlesnake brought them back,

the god of nature said, "Put these devil's

claws in the upper part of your mouth, and

the next time the animals get you, bite

them."

At the next meeting the rattlesnake

came cra ling in, but when the rabbit tried

to get him, he bit the rabbit. After that

the other animals got scared and went on

th the meeting. The rabbit got sick and

30
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said he was going home. But before he got

there he fell down and died.

During the next me ting they voted

to put the rattlesnake out, but ever after

that the animals have been afraid of the

rattleSnake.
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DE P

The white area to the left of the story has been left fot the
words which gave the child trouble when be read the story. If he will
copy those words from the tCxt, you may be better able to diagneso
wherein his trouble l es.

Before the children read the story, ycu might like to 1.,:ad to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going ever the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have'your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking thc
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to th2
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often arc able to pick up clues that help QS
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. If you were the rattlesnake, what ways might you have tried to make
friends with the other animals?

2. Why do you think the animals thought it was "fun" to play catch with
the rattlesnake?

3. What do you think the snake could have done besides going to the nature
god?

4. How would you feel if yom had been the snake and everyone was afraid of
Yfl

5. W 'en have you felt the way the snake felt when the animals picked on
him?

6. Do you think the rattlesnake waa happy after biting the rabbit? Why?

7. What does this story remind you of today?
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by
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Consultant: Dr. Dorothy Pie cey, Professor
Secondary Education
Arizona State University
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Sometimes the wind blows so
hard across the desert that
we think it will blow us away.
That's just what happened to
Little Yellow Bird. Michael
Case tells us the story.

Little Y llow Bird

went to rret some bean po

On the way she met Irnirlwind.

Whirlwind .carried to the

to-a of the mountain. S ie

ot lost and could not find

r way qome. -ler father

as:ced \u-ee and Naf-choo

to find her. Xaf-choo

planGed somP P;ourd seeds.

The vines g ew to the-top

of tqe mountain. Yellow

1,A



B rd climbed down

vines.
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DEAR TrACHER

The white area tu the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If ha will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to dieJlosi
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal coopre-
benston, so ne STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested t
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful ia checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in nreas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we oten are able te pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Why do you think little Yellow Bird was called by that name?

2. Tell us how little Yellow Bird felt when Whirlwind picked her up and
carried her to the top of the mountain?

3. How would you have found your way home if you had been the little girl?

4. How long would it take the seeds to grow big enough for little Yellow
Bird to climb down the vines?

5. What do you think she would have been doing on top of the mountain
waiting for the vines to grow?



THE COYOTE AND THE QUAILS

Teacher:

Consultant:

by

First Graders

Mrs. Alma Smith
Gila Crossing School

Dr. Dorothy Piercey, Professor
Secondary Education
Arizona State University
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The Coyote and the Quails
Little quails knew just how to
hurt big Coyote. Virgil Davidson,
Jennifer Rovie, Corey Carlyle,
and David Howard tell us how
the quails did it.

It was one very hot

summer day. Coyote was

very hungry and tired He

had been roaming the desert

hunting something to eat.

After getting a drink of

water, he fell fast asleep

under a bush.

Some quails came along

and saw. Coyote,. They said

to each other, 'Let get

some of. Coyote's1W fox
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our lunch: " Thi s they did

Then they hurried away into

the brush They di v ided

the fat among themselves

They made a f ire . They

roasted the fat

The coyote woke up

becau_se he smelled .the fat

burning Coyote beo-ged for

some of the fat . trli le

Coyote roasted his fat ,

the quai 1 s ate their fat

and ran away..

After the quai is had



gotten far away, the yelled

loud back to Coyote, 7ou

have eaten your own ffat

You have eaten your own

fati."

This made Coyote very

angry at the quails. Coyote

ran after them, b t could

not catch theffi. The quails

ran into some tall grass.

The quails made a dummy

quail out of chollacactus

and quail feathrs, rh

put the dummy quafioin a



hole in the ground first.

Then the quails went in

Coyote came lookin_ for

them. Coyote burned the

grass to the ground. Fe

looked for the burned

quails. H

them.

did not find

peeped inside

and saw the quails Coyote

too them out one by ane,

asking each one, "Who was

callinP: me, saying I ate

own fat? Each one

said, "It was the la,t



,uail in the hole.

Coyote took all the

quails out. Coy te was very

angry. The last quail said

othing. Coyote sa d, "So

you are the one who stole

my fat and roasted itY'

Coyote tOssed the feathered

.cholla quail into the air

angrily Coyote opened his

mouth widet, He caught him

.and chewed him up._ Coyote

qowled and howled "Hoo oo.

Hoo-do." Coyote a mouth
142 .



vas stuck all over with

ctus thorns Coyote

tarted running for hel

No one came t- help him.

Coyote slowed down. He

couldn't run any longer.

Coyote lay still in the

burned grass and died.

The quails we e safe

at last.
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DEAR TEACUR

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he reed the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to re d to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking_the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

I. A coyote is a pretty big an mal compared to a quail, and yet the
quails were the winners in this story. In real life, do small things or
people ever get the best of big things or people?

2. The quails played tricks on the coyote. Can you tell us about tricks
you played? Or tricks someone you knew played?

3. Do you think the quails were right in doing what they did? Why?

4. Did the quails kill coyote? How do you know?



THE L-1TTLE BOY WHO LOST
HIS MOTHER

by

First Graders

Teacher: Mrs. Alma Smith
Gila Crossing School

Consultant: Dr. Dorothy Piercey, Professor
Secondary Education
Arizona State University
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The Little B y Who Lost His Mother
The first graders in Mrs. Smith's
room at Gila Crossing wrote this
story about a little boy who
went looking for his mother.

Once upon a time a

little boy and his mother

were sitting all alone at

home. Along came a big

hawk. The haNk took the

little boy's mother. The

little boy was very

frightened.

He saic, 'I must find

my mother.'

First he went to a

snake. Ile kno'cked on the
146



snake's oor. The snake

peeped out. "Come in little

boy," he said.

The little boy asked,

'Have you seen my mother?'

"N " said the snake.

"Go ask the owl. Ee flies

at night Maybe he can

t,ll you."

T-le owl told him to

o to the wind. The wind

man told him to go to th?,

ea-le The eagle told him

that he heard an old woman

147



cr ing down in the mountains.

The eagle 9nd the boy looked

around for his mot ier while

the little boy rode the

eagle's oack. Thn. y found

the little boy's mother.

She was with a tribe of

Ind ians. They were throwin,

'lot charcoal at her.

T.-le eagle went down

in the mountains and ot

the little b y's mother.

Ea le too-K her home. The

hawk and the Indians never

bothered them again. They



lived '-lappily ever after.
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DEAR TEACITER

The white ares to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewins word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word- proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to.pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Teacher, if your class has not heard the record, "Talk to the Animals,
from the movie, "Dr. Doolittle," try to get it for them.

2. After the children have heard the record, ask them to choose an animal
they would like to be and carry on conversations with various classmates
as they all role-play being animals.

3. Why is the eagle such a good friend of the Indians?

4. What does.the eagle stand for in your tribe?

5. What does the eagle stand for in this nation?

1 ro



T H E P E O P L E W H O

by

Dave Peters
David Johnson

Grade 2

A R E GONE

Teacher: Mrs. Eva Her it
Gila Crossing School

Consultant: Dr. Dorothy Piercey, Professor
Secondary Education
Arizona State University
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_he People Who Are Gone

A long, long time ago, Indians
named Hohokams lived on this
land. Dane Peters and David
Johnson tell us how they lived.

Years ago tne Hohokam

Indians lived in tle Gila

Riv r Valley. They were

happy because theI ha: ood

crops. T--ley sang and anced

to Blue Bird songs. Other

tribes fou ht them. They

built a bi house to live

in. It was called the (_ireat

Bo se Casa Grande Rllns

still stand in the Ar_zona

e ser
'152
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to-
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going over the glossary with them will serve two purpcscs:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to tham.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested thor
before you go into the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives
to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. If you were a Hohokam Indian boy or girl living in Arizona many years
ago, what would you have done to have fun?

2. Let's write how you think one day in an Indian's home might have been a
long time ago. (Teacherl Let all help as you write the story on the board
or on a chart.)

3. Who has seen the ruins at Casa Grande? Tell us about them.

4. Does anyone know what the words, Casa Grande mean? (If no one does,
tell them). Are these Indian words? No? Then why do yOU think a great
house that was built by Indians does not carry an Indian name today? (If
no one can answer, tell them about the Spaniards.)



GRAY ARROW LEARNS A LESSON

by

Vickey Johnson
Grade 2

Teacher: Mrs. Eva Hermit
Gila Crossing School

Consultant: Dr. Dorothy Pierceyi Professor
Secondary Education
Arizona State University
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Gray Arrow L arns a Less n
Sometimes we think bad things
about people. Vickey Johnson
tells about Gray Arrow who
thought bad things about
Cottontail.

ay Arrow was an In

boy. He wondered about

ian

Cotton,ail Cottontail was

tne last to leave a feast

he always put some of his

food in a sack.

6-ray Arrow followed

nim. Fe saw Cottontail

food to a 1 tte old

woman and five hung-y

children.

Gray Arrow was sorry



he to.owTht bad thin s about

Cottont 1

lEG

141
o
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DEAR TEACEEh

The white arel to the left of the story has been left for the
words which gyve the child trouble when he read the story. If he will
copy those words from the texe, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the 'story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get help when a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testimg literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided here. It is suggested that
before you go iato the CREATIVE QUESTIONS-you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his.own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives

.

to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. Let's all help make up a story about the woman and her children.
(Teacher: As the children tell the story, write it on the board or on a
chart for all to hear.)

2. Is it always easy to think good things about everyone we know? Why?

3. Do you always hope people will think nIce things and say nice things
about you? Why?

4. (Teacher: pair the children up and ask each to think of the nicest
thing he or she could say (and really moan it) about his par ner.)

1 57



GREAT FLOOD LEGEND

by

Joseph Breckenridge
Flippen Lewis

Teacher:

Consultant:

Grade 2

Mrs. Eva Hermit
Gila Crossing School

Dr. Dorothy Piercey, Professor
Secondary Education
Arizona State University
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Great Flood Legend

142

Joseph Breckenridge tells us
about the great flood that
once crossed Pima land.

Once there was a b

flood in Pima land. People

climbed up Superstition

Mountains. The water almost

reached the sky. Birds ,had

to hold on to the sky w th

th ir bills The woodpecker

cried becalse his tail g t

wet. When he stopped crying,

the rain stopped. The

mountains still have rocks

shape like drowned people

9
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at the top.. Woodpeckers

still have a tail tip that

looks wet.

1 0
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DEAR TEACHER

The white area to the left of the story has been left far the
words which gave the child trouble when he read the story, If he will
copy those words from the text, you may be better able to diagnose
wherein his trouble lies.

Before the children read the story, you might like to read to
them the blurb at the right of the title and encourage them-to make
comments. Going aver the glossary with them will serve two purposes:
reviewing word meanings they might have forgotten, and showing them
where they can get 'help Oben a word proves troublesome to them.

You probably have your favorite method of testing literal compre-
hension, so no STORY QUESTIONS are provided,here. It is suggested that
befere you go int() the CREATIVE QUESTIONS you test the child's recall
of story facts in your usual manner.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS, answered orally, are useful in checking the
child's ability to project his own thinking in areas relating to the
text. If we teachers listen very carefully to answers a child gives

.to CREATIVE QUESTIONS, we often are able to pick up clues that help us
to understand him better.

CREATIVE QUESTIONS

1. There are many stories about the great ffood. Tell us one you have
heard.

2. If a great flood came to this land today, what do you think would
happen to us?

3. What are same of the things We could do to try to keep from drowning?

4. Each of you think of just one animal or bird in the desert. Tell us
how he would save himself.

I 1



LITTLE VON-DOS SMAI

by

Ann Nolan Clark

2



LITTLE VON-DOS-SMAI

by

Ann Nolan Clark

Von-Dos-Smai sits and listens

and sits and thinks

and then he says, "more, more.

Tell me more. I want to know more.

I want to know. I want to know."

That is why they call him

Little Pima Von-Dos-Smai

Because Von-Dos-Smai in Pima means

I-want-to-know.

Von-Dos-Smai is a Pima Indian.

His mother is a Pima Indian.

His father is a Pima Indian.

Von-Dos-Smai is fat and round.

Von-Dos-Smai is jolly and brown.

Von-Dos-Smai is a fat, little

brown,little Pima Indian boy.

Von-Dos-Smai has big black eyes.

Von-Dos-Smai has straight black hair.

Von-Dos-Smai is a little fat,

little brown, little Pima Indian boy.

iGa



His mother is a Pima.

His father is a Pima.

He is a Pima Indian boy.

They have an arrow weed house,

very little,

and an arrow weed shade

by the house door.

Their house is called ki.

Their shade is called a vat-the.

It is their home.

They live there.

They have a clean sand yard

and a nightingale

in a willow cage.

They live in the desert,

in the hot desert country

near the dry Salt River.

The hot desert country

near the dry Salt River

is a big sand country

where the cactus grows,

where the mesquite grows

where the flame bush

and the smoke tree grows. 164
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The hot desert country

is a purple colored country.

Far away are purple mountains.

Nearby is a purple heat haze.

The sky is purple-blue

and the clouds are purple-gray.

This is the home of the Pima people.

Who are called the River people,

who are called the Basket people.

This is the home of little Von-Dos-Smai.

He lives here.

Von-Dos-Smai, when he is standing,

is almost big enough for school,

but he is not standing very often,

He is a sitting-and-thinking boy.

He likes to sit . . he likes to think.

He likes to do them both at the same time.

Sitting and thinking, sitting and thinking.

The trouble is he has to know a lot

of things to think about.

The trouble is he has to know a lot

of things to think about.

a lot of things to think about.

1135
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So he is always saying to his mother

and fa her, "What about these things

I see?

I want tceknow about them.

I want to know. I want to know"

Then they sit beside him

his mother and father.

They tell him all the things

that they have seen

and heard

and done

and learned about.

They tell him all the things they know.

Von-D -Smai sits and listens

and sits and thinks,

and then he says, "More, More.

Tell me more. I want to know more.

I want to know. I want to know."

That is why they call him

Little Pima Von-Dos-Smai

Because Von-Dos-Smai in Pima means

I want to know.

Little Pima Von-Dos-Smai.

Little Pima Wants-To-Know.

1 C6
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One morning very early

before the desert sun was up

Little Wants-To-Know lay

On his grass mat bed

thinking things

to want to know about.

He looked over the ki,

where his mother was cooking breakfast.

looked at the arrow weed

that was woven through

the saguaro cactus ribs

to make the ki walls.

He called to his father,

"We have a good ki.

It has strong, tight walls,

I want to know about them.

I want to know about the arrow weed.

that makes the walls of my ki.

I want to know about the cactus ribs

that hold the arrow weed walls.

I want to know about them.

I want to know."

His father came out to the vatho

to eat his breakfast.

He told his little boy,

He said, "We River Peopj.p,i---
At")
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have a story

About old man cactus

and the Palo Verde tree.

Once, long ago in the beginning,

A Pi a boy and a Pima airl

ran away from their grandmother.

Why they ran is not told us,

but they did not want their grandmother

to find them, ever,

so a desert witch turned the girl

into a Palo Verde tree

to make the desert green.

A desert witch turned the boy into

a saguaro cactus

so he could live forever."

Von-Dos-Smai listened and then he said,

"More, More. I want to know more

about the giant cactus."

His father told him

"When the saguaro cactus

is as old as you are now,

it is as high as your hand.

Every year after that

it grows an inch

and sometimes two inches.
/11

You can guess how very old Ce

the highest cactus is."



Father told him. "The cactus

never has a flower

until it is as old as a grandfather.

Then its flower is white and beautiful.

In mid-summer it turns to purple fruit."

Pima father smiled at his little Pima boy.

He liked to tell him things,

that is,

most of the time

he liked to tell him things.

He said, "When the purple fruit is ripe

the people gather it and eat it.

It is the New Year's time for the River People,

when the purple cactus fruit is ripe."

Von-Dos-Smai clapped his hands.

"I know. I know," he told his father.

"I know because the people pick it

when the August moon is new.

With our long poles we gather it

when the summer moon is high."

Little Pima boy pushed out his lips.

"1 can almost taste it now.

that good, sweet purple cactus fruit."

Father ate his breakfast,

then he went to work. I 3



He went to pick the cotton

in the white man's fields.

Little Pima boy watched his father

walk along the sandy desert trail.

When his mother went with his father

Little Wants-To-Know went with them.

He went with them to the cotton field.

He watched them pick the cotton, the fluffy balls

of cotton.

He watched them fill their cotton sacks.

He knew about cotton picking.

When he grew big he would be a cotton picker too,

in the white man's cotton fields near by.

Little Pima boy watched his father

walk along the sandy desert trail

to the white man's cotton field.

Then he went to sit beside his mother

in the lazy shade of the Palo Verde tree.

His mother was splitting willow stems

with her strong white teeth.

She was splitting them into narrow strips

to weave a basket.

Pima mother and Pima boy heard a cactus wren

singing its desert song for the bright blue morning.

170
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Von-Dos-Smai whispered to his mother,

"What a nice little bird.

What a nice little fellow.

I want to know about this cactus wren.

I want to know. I want t_ know."

He said, "1 want to know about the cactus wren,

this fluffy feathered cactus wren

with the black striped eyes and the

black striped tail."

"I want to know all about this cactus wren,

this speckled, dotted cactus wren,

who has an awful, awful voice,

but sings a pretty song."

His mother smiled at him.

She liked to tell him things,

That is,

almost all day long

she liked to tell him things.

She told him all she knew, she said,

"Did you know little Pima?

Father wren builds many houses near his

wife's round nest so that each of his children

can have a house of his own when he is strong

enough to fly."
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"Did you know this, little Pima?"

"Cactus wren builds her nest in the cactus ribs.

Old man cactus likes her, I think.

For he never pricks her with his thorny spines."

Pima mother laughed. She said,

"Before you ask me, I will tell you

It's the very same way With the hoot owl, too,

and the red headed woodpecker.

They never get pricked with the cactus thorns."

A roadrunner glided by the Palo Verde tree.

It sailed through the air, not flying, just gliding.

It frightened little Wants-To-Know.

He could not say a word.

He could just point with a fat brown finger.

He could just look with his big black eyes.

His mother looked up, "I told you about the roadrunner

bird, Remembe

I told you about him yesterday.

He can glide through the air.

He can run.as fast as a horse.

He uses his tail for a brake."

"I know. I know. Little Pima cried.

Let me tell you. Let me tell you.

Roadrunner bird kills RATTLESNAKES."
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The day grew hot, so hot, so hot

Even the shadows crept away to hide.

Mother's fingers working the willow stem

grew slower and slower.

Mother's answers to her little bpy's questions

grew shorter and shorter,

Little Wants-To-Know was just the same.

He kept on sitting and thinking

and sitting and talking,

and sitting and saying,

"I want to know."

"1 want to know why the morning dove

sings a song like a sad bell ringing.

I want to know why the hummung bird

can fly So fast and be so little."

"That's the way they are, said his mother.

Mother t ok her towel kerchi 7 off

to let her thick black hair shine in the sun.

She bent her head low over her work

getting willow ready to weave into a basket.

The little hill of willow splits

grew higher and higher

in the lazy shadow of the Palo Verde tree.

1113
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The round desert sun dropped lower and lower

beneath the purple mountains

beneath the purple sky.

Mother put the willow splits

in a flour sack bundle.

She tied her white towel kerchief

over her thick black hair.

She shook the sand

from her bright blue skirt.

She said, "Come along, Little Wants-To-Kno-.

Our ki is calling us to come."

Von-Dos-Smai got up slow, so slow.

He walked along beside his mother.

So slow, so slow.

Everything he did was slow.

That is everytlaing

but sitting-and-thinking

and thinking-and-talking.

He did not look where he was walking.

He did not look where he was stepping.

He got a cactus thorn in his fat, brown, toe.

Little brown Pima got a cactus thorn

in his fat, brown, toe.

But he did not cry even though it hurt.

1 74
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He just went limping along

so slow, so slow

and thinking about things

that he wanted to know.

When they got back to their ki,

Mother took the thorn out.

She wrapped the toe up.

She gave a sweet cake

made of brown mesquite bean pods

to her little boy to eat.

Little brown Pima

sat in his mother's vatho

sitting and thinking and taking slow bites.

Before long he was talking again.

"Why does the tamarisk tree cry at night?

When there is no rain and there is no dew?

And the sand around it is wet every morning,

It must be crying what do you think?"

Before his mother could answer that

his father came walking along the sand trail.

His father came home from the cotton field

v:rhere he had been picking cotton all day.

5
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Father called his Pima call,

his low, long, lazy Pima call.

Father called his Pima call.

He was home from the cotton field.

Father said, "I am hot and tired."

Father said, "I am hot and thirsty."

Father said, "I am thirsty, I want a drink of water."

Mother got water from the olla hanging in the vatho.

Mother poured water into the gourd dipper.

Father drank it. It was cool.

Father said, "I am hot and tired."

Father said, "I am hot and hungry.

Father said, "I am hungry,

I want to eat my supper."

Mother put the supper

on the table in the vatho,

Mother and Father and little brown boy

ate their good supper.

For a while all was still.

Then the little boy said

between bites of cheese

and bites of bread

and bites of roasted rabbit

stuffed with salt bush greens,
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ant to know a lot of things.

I want to know about everything."

Mother kept on eating. She d d not answer.

She did not look at her little boy.

Father said in a very tired voice,

"Mesquite flowers are sweet

Bees need sweet food to make their hone ."

Aother washed the supper dishes.

She put out the cooking fire.

The world grew darkly purple

and the heat haze lifted.

Little Pi _a boy sat by his father

watching night come over the sand wash,

wat hing night come through the dry river.

1 ',frY



DEAR TEACHER

DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT OF THE ABSTRACT WORD

The little project offered here has as its goal the demonstra-
tion of a multi-approach to teaching concepts of abstract goals.

Tangible objects, or those that appeal to the other senses,
lend themselves to teaching concrete words. Evaluation of the
child's learning of a concrete word is somewhat simple to accom-
plish.

However, abstract words present another kind of problem. They
are difficult for the child to learn, and often the teacher cannot
be sure that the child really has the concept even if he can poll-
parrot it back or recognize the printed symbol for the word. A
multi-approach is suggested in the hope that one of the several
activities, at least, will be the medium by which the child will
grasp the abstraction.

The abstraction demonstrated here as an example of the multi-
approach is the adjective, "curious," with the meaning, "eager to
learn."

The lovely verse, "little Von-Dos-Smai," by Ann Nolan Clark,
is suggested as an opening activity for several reasons:

1. It has the flavor of Pima living before the present era.
2. It is simple.
3. It lends itself to choral reading.
4. It illustrated over and over the c ncept of wondering and

curiosity.

Perhaps you would like to have three children read the lines of
Von-Dos-Smai, his mother, and his father, and the rest of the
class choral-read the other lines. (Alternative # I would be for
the teacher to read the poem to the class; Alternative # 2, for the
whole class to choral-read all of it.)

At the conclusion, it is suggested that you lead a discussion,
asking questions, eliciting from the children the various occasions
on which the Indian boy "wondered."

After this discussion, have each child express something he
wonders about by completing the sentence, "I wonder
(This is a good opportunity to reinforce the "wh" words. On the
blackboard make a column for each of the words: who, what, when,
where, why, and how. As each child gives his sentence, make a tally
mark in the column under the appropriate word. Example: "I wonder
who thought up the cotton gin." The tabulation will visually aid
the children in understanding how many different things can be
wondered about.)
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After each child has given his sentence beginning "I wonder...."
say something like= "The word wonder means want to learn. You
have just talked about something you want to learn about. Anotherword that means the same thing as 'wonder' is 'curious.' (Writeit on the board.) 'I am curious' means the same thing as 'I wonder.'
Both words mean 'I want to learn.' Ask each child to repeat his
sentence and to begin with "I am curious about" instead of "I wonder."

After the children have said their "I am curious about...."
sentences, say something like: "Every inventor and discoverer at
one time said to himself, 'I wonder....' or'I am curious about ..'
something. That's why we have an easier life today than our fore-
fathers."

It is suggested that you illustrate by telling the story (in
brief) of an inventor or of a discoverer (social studies approach).
Ask the children if any of them know a story about an inventor or
discoverer that they would like to tell.

Then say, "If you wanted to write a story about something that
you are curious about, how many ways can you think of to find out
more-to find out the facts-about it?"

As they answer, write them on the board so all can see. A ong
the suggestions will be:

seeing (direct observation)
reading (importance of library, dictionary, books

written by people who know the answers)
listening (to a person who knows)
tasting
touching
smelling
trying out ideas (experimenting to see what happens)

(Films would be available from such people as the telephone
company, Salt River Project, farm machinery companies).

Ask the children to choose one of the many things about which
they are curious and about which they would like to learn more.
After they have had some days to think about their choice, they
may either tell you about it in a private conference or write it
down. The conference is suggested because you can serve as a
resource person for them.

The end product of the social studies approach to developing
the concept of the word "curious" should be a written report either
of what the children did (experimentation) or what they read to
learn more on that about which they were curious.

Another approach is the creative writing approach. Have them
write poetry or prose or draw a picture on "The Case of the Curious
Cat." (Or Curious Boy or Curious Girl or Policeman or Teacher or
Roadrunner, or whatever else strikes their fancy.)



No doubt many other ideas suggest themselves to you on the
multi-approach to developing concepts of abstract words. Ex-
changing ideas with other teachers will further expand your rep-
ertoire.
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